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The best way of recovering these places where the aneur 
walks and even stops is through a puzzle. This represen-
tation format helps us to understand how these spaces and 
scenarios vary while the aneuŕs or other characteŕs drift 
changes. Each piece or box contains each shoṕs peculiari-
ties , those details that are crucial in the neighbourhoods 
everyday life. 

The puzzle is inspired in Steinberǵs drawings and the novel 
“ Life a Useŕs manual ” of Georges Perec. This drawing was 
edited in a digital format where each piece was in continous 
movement in order to represent the continuous agitation 
of urban life.

The origin of this nal project has it point of departure in a stong entailment with 
the commercial sphere. During my architectural education I discovered the co-
mercial urbanism and started to perceive the trade as a urban reactivation 
and dinamization tool. This comprenhension began in Paris, visiting its arca-
des, neighbourhoods and discovering its literature , specically, the Flâneur of 
Baudelaire , with whom I nd out a strong linkage. My starting point ,a remarkable 
controversy, the “monopoly” of “ La Jeune Rue” (Paris). This Final Project 
draws, maps, reproduces... the Flâneuŕs scenarios in three scales: the 
neighbourhood, the street and the places. The neighbourhood as a social-com-
mercial ecosystem , the street as a incubator of sensations, the drift́s junctions, 
the exchanges ..
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Nowadays , the commerce is experiencing a format change due 
to a the customeŕs changing demand. The online shopping provides 
us the oppportunity of having at our disposal a vast variety of products 
in the most comfortable way. Consequently, the costumer has chan-
ged, he searches the individuality , demands exclusive products, 
wants to feel he is the main character, a unique experience. The 
small traditional  shops are being reclaimed again . Denitely, 
the Baudelaire Flaneuŕs scenario is backthe Baudelaire Flaneuŕs scenario is back, the street. 

This project reclaims recuperating the Flâneurs scenarios essence 
through different formats such as video, models , drawings...
The commerce has different ranges of inuence in urban life and si-
multaneusly the âneur has different kind of perceptions depending 
his positioning to reality. Therefore, three scales are stablished to 
reproduce this complex reality where the commerce is the 
main character. 
FirstFirst of all, the L scale, Le Quartier / The Neighbourhood where are 
mentioned the commerce, its agents and their interaction as an 
ecosystem , a network of dependency relationships. Secondly, the M 
scale , La Rue / The Street where we can appreciate the inuence of 
drifts, shopfronts, sensorial stimuli, commercial and social exhan-
ges... FInally, the S scale Les Liens / The Places where the peculiarity 
of each commerce and the particular universes which take part in the 
quotidian neighbourhood́s lifequotidian neighbourhood́s life. 

The Flauneuŕs principal scenario is the neighbourhood, 
where the considerable amount of shops generate a social 
and commercial ecosystem. 
TheThe âneur experiments his drift in these places, he obser-
ves the quotidian commercial spaces. He admires the street 
as if it was a showcase that shows it treasure. Through a 
network with different nodes it is represented the ideal 
of a commercial ecosystem , the recovery of the aneuŕs 
scenario. The ecosystemic relationship between the neigh-
bourhood́s shops is the neighbouthood́s plenitude.
The shops are a key instrument in the urban development , 
in fact, the interaction between themselves generate a 
series of dependency relationships . These connections are 
implied in the neighbourhood́s identity and temporality. 

The street is a spatial device which “sews” the relationships 
that were mentioned before , all these concentration of 
“sews” generate the appareance of singular layers. 

Firstly, the kinetic layer in which there are represented the 
key movements in the public space. Are highlited the aneu-
ŕs drifts, those random routes guided through all sort of sti-
muli which are represented in the following layers. 

Also time is represented through street́s memories and 
affective ties. The fantasy that the shops evoque in in the 
streets. The sensorial stimuli such as the smell. Finally, the 
verbal exchanges, psicological exchanges, advertising...

Currently, the Flâneuŕs potential scenarios are the “ Urban peri-
pheries” , all those neighbourhoods that shape the centres of many 
european cities. All of them have many issues in common: they have 
been witnesses of the time passing in their walls, their facades , their 
shops...
Neighbourhoods as the Born in Barcelona or Borough and Berdmon-
sey in London have become the contemporary Flâneuŕs scenarios

The “Jeune Rués” project in Le Marais (Paris) stands out from all 
the possible scenarios. A billonaire investor decided to buy the majori-
ty of the neighbourhood́s properties and a great number of shops in 
order to generate a concept neighbourhood based in a urban sho-
pping mall. All this has caused a series of controversies between 
the involved agents: neighbours, traders..

The Nolli plan as a representation method  makes easier the compre-
hension of the relationship between the public space and the 
commerce. It also strengths, the commerce powerfulness as a 
urban transformation tool.
The imaginary of these plans shows a way of understanding how the 
amount of shops  are part of these neighburhoods , even at level 0 (s-
treet) or superior oors; they can be traversed and generate in a 
whole an own ecosystem, a Flaneuŕs scenario. All these reltionships 
are found out from literature, experiences , the drift... and are deman-
ding to be represented as networks

This project reproduces the Flaneuŕs scenarios, for that, it is crucial 
knowing this literary character and nd common points between his 
commercés vission and my owńs. 
AlongAlong the development of this project there is a permanent dialogue 
between my role as an architect and the literature, searching for 
common parameters to recuperate the unique essence of these 
scenarios: those who were present in the imagination of Baudelaire 
and Walter Benjamin and my own experience as a Flâneur. 


